A data recording apparatus includes: a data recording device that records acquired data in a recording medium; a target data specifying device that specifies target data to which data processing is to be performed from data recorded in the recording medium based on an instruction by a user; a recordable data number calculation device that calculates the number of the acquired data that will be able to be recorded in the recording medium by performing the data processing to the target data based on a remaining capacity of the recording medium and a content of processing of the data processing; a display control device that displays on a display device a result of the calculation by the recordable data number calculation device before the data processing is performed.
FIG. 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>L</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>S</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RAW</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FINE</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NORM</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BASIC</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAW+BASIC</td>
<td>12.9</td>
<td>12.1</td>
<td>11.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*UNIT [MB]
### FIG. 4A

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><em>UNUSED CAPACITY ABOUT 256MB</em></th>
<th><em>UNIT (FRAME)</em></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAW</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FINE</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NORM</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BASIC</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAW+BASIC</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### FIG. 4B

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><em>UNUSED CAPACITY ABOUT 25MB</em></th>
<th><em>UNIT (FRAME)</em></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAW</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FINE</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NORM</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BASIC</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAW+BASIC</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FIG. 5
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#### RAW DEVELOPMENT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IMAGE QUALITY MODE</th>
<th>NORM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IMAGE SIZE</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHITE BALANCE</td>
<td>AUTO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXPOSURE CORRECTION</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FINISH SETTING</td>
<td>STANDARD</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### DEVELOPMENT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BEFORE EXECUTION:</th>
<th>AFTER EXECUTION:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>120 FRAMES</td>
<td>112 FRAMES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FIG. 9

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>L</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>S</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FINE</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NORM</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BASIC</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>119</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*UNUSED CAPACITY ABOUT 120 MB

*UNIT [FRAME]
DATA RECORDING APPARATUS AND CAMERA

[0001] This is a Continuation of U.S. patent application Ser. No. 12/216,910 filed Jul. 11, 2008. The disclosure of each of these prior applications is incorporated herein by reference in its entirety.

INCORPORATION BY REFERENCE

[0002] The disclosures of the following priority applications are herein incorporated by reference:

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0005] 1. Field of the Invention
[0006] The present invention relates to a data recording apparatus and to a camera.
[0007] 2. Description of Related Art
[0008] The following image recording device is known. The image recording apparatus disclosed in Japanese Laid-open Patent Publication No. 2006-187035 determines a data amount reduction remaining force of each image data and performs data amount reduction processing on image data determined to have a large reduction remaining force to increase an unused capacity of the recording medium.

[0009] However, the conventional image recording apparatus performs data amount reduction processing on image data that have been determined to have large data amount reduction remaining forces, so that the user cannot know before image processing is performed as to how much data of image will be recorded in the recording medium.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0010] The data recording apparatus according to a first aspect of the present invention includes: a recording device that records acquired data in a recording medium; a target data specifying device that specifies a target data to which processing is to be performed out of data recorded in the recording medium based on an instruction by a user; a recordable data number calculation device that calculates a number of the acquired data that will be able to be recorded in the recording medium by performing the data processing to the target data based on a remaining capacity of the recording medium and a content of processing of the data processing; and a display control device that displays on a display device a result of the calculation by the recordable data number calculation device before the data processing is performed.

[0011] According to a second aspect of the present invention, the data processing in the data recording apparatus according to the first aspect preferably includes data deletion processing in which the target data is deleted from the recording medium.

[0012] According to a third aspect of the present invention, the data processing in the data recording apparatus according to the first aspect may include data creating processing in which new data is created based on the target data and recorded in the recording medium.

[0013] According to a fourth aspect of the present invention, the data processing in the data recording apparatus according to the second aspect may further include data creating processing in which new data is created based on the target data and recorded in the recording medium.

[0014] According to a fifth aspect of the present invention, the data recording apparatus according to the second aspect is preferably as follows. The data recording device performs processing to the acquired data such that data size (acquired data size) of the acquired data matches a data size that corresponds to preset data acquisition conditions and records the resultant data in the recording medium, the target data specifying device specifies deletion target data to be deleted out of the data recorded in the recording medium based on an instruction by the user, the data recording apparatus further includes: a data size acquisition device that acquires data size (deleted data size) of the deletion target data specified by the deletion target data specifying device, the recordable data number calculation device calculates a number of the acquired data that will be able to be recorded in the recording medium by deletion of the deletion target data based on a remaining capacity of the recording medium, the deleted data size, and the acquired data size, and the display control device displays a result of the calculation by the recordable data number calculation device on the display device before the data deletion processing is performed.

[0015] According to a sixth aspect of the present invention, the data recording apparatus according to the fifth aspect may further include: a data acquisition condition setting device that sets data acquisition conditions for acquiring the acquired data, wherein the recordable data number calculation device calculates the recordable data number for each of the data acquisition conditions set by the data acquisition condition setting device, and the display control device displays on the display device a result of the calculation by the recordable data number calculation device.

[0016] According to a seventh aspect of the present invention, in the data recording apparatus according to the sixth aspect, when one of the recordable data numbers for respective data acquisition conditions displayed on the display device by the display control device is selected by the user, the data acquisition condition setting device may delete the deletion target data from the recording medium and may set data acquisition conditions corresponding to the recordable data number selected by the user as data acquisition conditions of the data recording device.

[0017] According to an eighth aspect of the present invention, the data recording apparatus according to the fifth aspect may be configured such that the deletion target data specifying device specifies a plurality of deletion target data to be deleted out of the data recorded in the recording medium based on an instruction by the user, the recordable data number calculation device calculates the recordable data number of the data that will be able to be recorded in the recording medium by deletion of the deletion target data based on a remaining capacity of the recording medium, the data sizes of the plurality of deletion target data, and the acquired data size, and the display control device displays a result of the calculation by the recordable data number calculation device on the monitor device.

[0018] According to a ninth aspect of the present invention, the display control device in the data recording apparatus according to the fifth aspect preferably displays on the display device a number of the acquired data that can be recorded in the recording medium before the deletion target data is
deleted along with the result of the calculation by the recordable data number calculation device.

[0019] In the data recording apparatus according to a tenth aspect of the present invention, the recordable data number calculation device may calculate a number of recordable data that will be able to be recorded in the recording medium after the new data is recorded based on a remaining capacity of the recording medium and a data size of the new data to be created by the data creation processing, and the display control device may display on the display device a result of the calculation by the recordable data number calculation device before the data creation processing is performed.

[0020] According to an eleventh aspect of the present invention, it is preferred in the data recording apparatus according to the tenth aspect that the recordable data number calculation device calculates a number of recordable data that will be able to be recorded in the recording medium after the new data is recorded based on a remaining capacity of the recording medium and a data size of the new data to be created by the data creation processing, and the display control device displays on the display device a result of the calculation by the recordable data number calculation device before the data creation processing is performed.

[0021] According to a twelfth aspect of the present invention, it is preferred in the data recording apparatus according to the tenth aspect that the display control device displays on the display device a number of the acquired data that can be recorded in the recording medium before the data creation processing is performed along with the result of the calculation by the recordable data number calculation device.

[0022] The camera according to a thirteenth aspect of the present invention includes a data recording apparatus according to the fifth aspect, and an image data acquisition device that captures an image of a subject to acquire image data, wherein the data recording device performs processing to data acquired by the image data acquisition device such that a data size thereof matches a data size that corresponds to preset data acquisition conditions and records the resultant data in the recording medium as the acquired data.

[0023] The camera according to a fourteenth aspect of the present invention includes a data recording apparatus according to the tenth aspect, and an image data acquisition device that captures an image of a subject to acquire image data, wherein the data recording device records image data acquired by the image data acquisition device in the recording medium as the acquired data, and by the data creation processing predetermined image processing is performed on the target data to create new image data as the new data and records it in the recording medium.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0024] FIG. 1 is a block diagram showing the configuration of a data recording apparatus according to one embodiment of the present invention;
[0025] FIG. 2 shows specific examples of file size according to the recording format, image quality, and image size of the image;
[0026] FIGS. 3A to 3C show examples of display on a confirmation screen and an unused capacity information displaying screen of the monitor;
[0027] FIGS. 4A and 4B show examples of display on the unused capacity information displaying screen of the monitor;
[0028] FIG. 5 is a flowchart illustrating the processing by the camera;
[0029] FIG. 6 shows an unused capacity information displaying screen according to Modification 2;
[0030] FIGS. 7A and 7B show each an unused capacity information displaying screen according to Modification 3;
[0031] FIG. 8 shows an unused capacity information displaying screen according to Modification 4;
[0032] FIG. 9 shows another example of the unused capacity information displaying screen according to Modification 4; and
[0033] FIGS. 10A and 10B show each still another example of the unused capacity information displaying screen according to Modification 4.

DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

[0034] FIG. 1 is a block diagram showing the configuration of a data recording apparatus according to one embodiment of the present invention. The data recording apparatus may be, for example, a camera (digital camera) 100 that can record acquired image data. The camera 100 includes an operation member 101, a lens 102, an image sensor 103, a control device 104, a memory card slot 105, and a monitor 106.

[0035] The operation member 101 includes various input members to be operated by a user, for example, a power button, a shutter release switch, a zoom button, a four-way key, a decision button, a replay button, a deletion button, and a help button.

[0036] The lens 102 is constituted by a plurality of optical lenses. In FIG. 1, however, only one lens is shown as a representative. The image sensor 103 is, for example, a CCD or a CMOS, which captures an image of a subject that is formed through the lens 102 and acquires image data. The image sensor 103 outputs the acquired image data to the control device 104. The control device 104 compresses the image data acquired by the image sensor 103 into a predetermined image format, for example a Jpeg format, creates an image file of a predetermined format such as Exif (Exchangeable Image File Format for Digital Still Camera), and outputs it to the memory card slot 105.

[0037] In the case of the camera 100 according to the present embodiment, the user can set in advance the image recording format, image quality, and image size as imaging conditions (image acquisition conditions) by the operation of a menu. The image recording format may be selected from a RAW format, in which the acquired image data is recorded without being subjected to the above-mentioned image processing, and the above-mentioned Jpeg format. When the selected recording format is the Jpeg format, the image quality may be selected from FINE indicating the highest image quality, NORMAL indicating a normal image quality, and BASIC indicating a low image quality.

[0038] The camera may be configured to designate the imaging condition such that an image be recorded both in the RAW format and in the Jpeg format with any one of the image quality. For example, it may be configured to designate the imaging condition such that an image is recorded both in the RAW format and in the Jpeg format with FINE (RAW+FINE). Also, it may be configured to designate the imaging condition such that an image is recorded both in the RAW format and in the Jpeg format with NORMAL (RAW+NORMAL). It may be configured to designate the imaging condi-
tion such that an image is recorded both in the RAW format and in the Jpeg format with BASIC (RAW+BASIC).

[0039] The image size, like the image quality, can be selected only when the Jpeg format is selected. It may be selected from a size L indicating the highest recording resolution, a size M indicating a second highest recording resolution, and a size S indicating the lowest recording resolution. The control device 104 performs image processing on the acquired image data based on the imaging condition designated by the user in this manner. On this occasion, the size (file size) of the image file created by the image processing may differ depending on the recording format, image quality, and image size of image as mentioned above. That is, the file size of the image file in the RAW format is greater than the file size of the image file in the Jpeg format. The file size of the image file is greater when the image is of a higher quality and further when the image size is greater.

[0040] For example, the file sizes according to respective recording formats, image qualities, and image sizes are as shown in FIG. 2. Note that in the example shown in FIG. 2, only RAW+BASIC is exemplified from among RAW+FINE, RAW+NORMAL, and RAW+BASIC. The unit of image sizes is MB. FIG. 2 illustrates that the file size per image is 11 MB because it is impossible to change the setting of image quality and image size (recording resolution) for images of the RAW format as mentioned above. In the case where the image is in the JPEG format and the image quality thereof is FINE, the file size is 7.3 MB when the image size is L, 4.1 MB when the image size is M, and 1.9 MB when the image size is S. Others are as illustrated.

[0041] Note that in the camera 100, image processing is performed such that images according to respective recording formats, image qualities, and image sizes can have file sizes shown in FIG. 2. However, the file sizes shown in FIG. 2 are absolutely target values and actual file sizes may or less deviate therefrom depending on the acquired image data. For example, in the case of recording format=JPEG format and image size=L, the created actual file has a file size which may be 7.2 MB or 7.4 MB.

[0042] The memory card slot 105 is configured to receive a memory card as a recording medium and write the image file output from the control device 104 into the memory card loaded therein to record it. Also, the memory card slot 105 is configured to read in the image file recorded in the memory card to reproduce it or delete the image file recorded in the memory card based on the instruction from the control device 104.

[0043] The monitor 106 is a liquid crystal monitor (rear side monitor) mounted on the rear side of the camera 100. The monitor 106 displays various pieces of information such as an image (replayed image) recorded in the memory card and a setting menu for setting the camera 100. Also, the control device 104 acquires image data from the image sensor 103 and outputs it to the monitor 106 in chronological order. This enables the monitor 106 to display respective frames of images at a predetermined time interval. That is, the monitor 106 displays images through (live preview images).

[0044] The control device 104 includes a CPU, a memory, and other peripheral circuits and functionally includes a display control unit 104a, an unused capacity determination unit 104b, and a deletion control unit 104c. Note that the memory that constitutes the control device 104 includes, for example, a flash memory, a RAM, etc., SDRAM.

[0045] The display control unit 104a outputs the image data recorded in the memory card to the monitor 106 based on the instruction by the user to replay and display it. When the monitor 106 displays a replay image, the user can press the deletion switch button included in the operation member 10 to delete the image file of the replay image that is being displayed from the memory card. When the deletion of the image file of the replay image is instructed by the user, the display control unit 104a controls the monitor 106 to display a confirmation screen as shown in FIG. 3A.

[0046] In the confirmation screen, there are displayed a confirmation message for asking whether or not the image file is to be deleted and an explanation to prompt operation of the button. In the example shown in FIG. 3A, “DELETE?” is displayed as the confirmation message asking whether or not the image file is to be deleted. As the explanation to prompt the operation of the button, it is indicated that when “YES” is intended as a response to the above-mentioned confirmation message, the deletion button must be pressed and when “NO” is intended as a response thereto, the replay button must be pressed. Also, it is indicated the help button (? BUTTON) must be pressed when it is intended to select “Option”.

[0047] If the “Option” is selected, information on the number of frames of image that can be recorded in the memory card after deleting the image file is presented to the user. That is, when the user instructs that an image file recorded in the memory card be deleted, in many cases it is supposed that the unused capacity of the memory card is small and the user is considering deletion of the image file in order to increase the unused capacity of the memory card thereby. Taking this into account, it is configured to present information on how many frames of image will be able to be taken by deleting an image file before the user deletes it. To be concrete, the following processing is performed.

[0048] The unused capacity determination unit 104b calculates an unused capacity which will be available after deletion of an image file to be deleted (unused capacity after deletion) of the memory card when it is detected that the help button has been pressed by the user. That is, the unused capacity determination unit 104b subtracts a data size of the image file to be deleted from the unused capacity before deletion of the image file to be deleted (present unused capacity) of the memory card to calculate the unused capacity after deletion of the memory card.

[0049] Then, the unused capacity determination unit 104b calculates, based on the unused capacity of the memory card after deletion, the number of frames of image that will be able to be recorded in the memory card by deletion of the image file to be deleted. In other words, the unused capacity determination unit 104b determines how many frames of image can be taken after deleting the image file to be deleted. Then, the display control unit 104a displays an unused capacity information displaying screen that shows a result of the determination by the unused capacity determination unit 104b on the monitor 106.

[0050] In the present embodiment, the file size of the image file may vary depending on the setting state of the recording format, image quality, and image size of the image to be acquired as mentioned above. For this reason, the unused capacity determination unit 104b calculates the number of frames of image that can be recorded in the memory card (recordable frames number) depending on the presently set recording format, image quality, and image size. That is, the unused capacity determination unit 104b calculates a record-
For example, if the present setting state is such that the recording format of JPEG, image quality = FINE, image size = L, it is assumed that the file size per frame is 7.3 MB as shown in FIG. 2 and the recordable frames number depending on the present setting state is calculated accordingly. Note that as mentioned above, the file size shown in FIG. 2 is absolutely a target value. However, there will be no great difference between the actual file size and the target value, thus causing no problem since image processing is performed such that the file size can approach to the target value when images are acquired.

For example, the case of FINE, i.e., image quality FINE in the JPEG format is described. The file size under this imaging condition is 7.3 MB at an image size of L, 4.1 MB at an image size of M, or 1.9 MB at an image size of S as shown in FIG. 2. This indicates that for the unused capacity of 256 MB, the images can be recorded in the number of 33 frames at the size L, 58 frames at the size M, or 125 frames at the size S.

Also, FIG. 4B shows the result of display of recordable frames numbers when the unused capacity of the memory card after deletion of an image file is 25 MB. For example, in the case of FINE, i.e., image quality FINE in the JPEG format, the images can be recorded in the number of 3 frames at the size L, 6 frames at the size M, or 13 frames at the size S for the unused capacity of 25 MB.

In this manner, the user can know in advance how many frames of image taken can be recorded in the memory card by pressing the help button, when the confirmation screen shown in FIG. 3A is displayed, to display the unused capacity information displaying screen shown in FIG. 3B, 3C, 4A, or 4B. Then, the user can determine whether or not the target image for deletion is to be actually deleted after confirming the number of frames of image that can be taken.

That is, when a recording capacity sufficient for the number of frames of image taken the user desires to record in the memory card can be secured, that is, when the number of frames of image that the user desires can be taken by deleting the target image, the user can return to the confirmation screen shown in FIG. 3A and press the delete button while the confirmation screen is being displayed to perform deletion of the target image. On the contrary, when a recording capacity sufficient for the number of frames of image taken the user desires to record in the memory card cannot be secured, that is, when the number of frames of image that the user desires cannot be taken by deleting the target image, the user can return to the confirmation screen shown in FIG. 3A and press a replay button while the confirmation screen is being displayed to cancel deletion of the target image.

The deletion control unit 104c deletes the target image file from the memory card when the deletion button is pressed down by the user to instruct deletion of the target image while the confirmation screen is being displayed. This enables the unused capacity in the memory card to be increased.

FIG. 5 is a flowchart illustrating the processing by the camera 100 according to the present embodiment. The processing shown in FIG. 5 is performed according to a program that is launched when the power of the camera 100 is turned on and executed by the control device 104.

In a step S10, the display control unit 104a determines whether or not the replay button included in the operation member 101 is pressed by the user to instruct replay of the image recorded in the memory card. If the result of the determination in the step S10 is NO, the process is advanced to a step S100. On the contrary, if the result of the determination in the step S10 is YES, the process is advanced to a step S20.

In the step S20, the display control unit 104a outputs the image recorded in the memory card to the monitor 106 to replay it thereon. Note that when the four-way key is operated by the user, the display control unit 104a sequentially switches the images to be displayed on the monitor 106 in response to the content of the operation. Thereafter, the process is advanced to a step S30.
In the step S30, the display control unit 104a determines whether or not the deletion button is pressed to instruct deletion of the image being replayed. If the result of the determination in the step S30 is NO, the process is advanced to a step S100 to be detailed later. On the contrary, if the result of the determination in the step S30 is YES, the process is advanced to a step S40, where the display control unit 104a displays the confirmation screen shown in FIG. 3A on the monitor 106 and the process is advanced to a step S50.

In the step S50, the unused capacity determination unit 104b determines whether or not the help button is pressed by the user while the confirmation screen is being displayed to instruct the number of frames of image that can be taken to be displayed, i.e., the unused capacity information displaying screen to be displayed. If the result of the determination in the step S50 is NO, the process is advanced to a step S80 to be detailed later. On the contrary, when the result of the determination in the step S50 is YES, the process is advanced to the step S60. In the step S60, the unused capacity determination unit 104b calculates the unused capacity of the memory card after the target image file is deleted (unused capacity after deletion) in the same manner as mentioned above. Then, the unused capacity determination unit 104b calculates the recordable frames number of the memory card after deletion of the target image file to be deleted based on the unused capacity after the deletion and the file size according to each setting state. Thereafter, the process is advanced to a step S70.

In the step S70, the display control unit 104a displays the monitor 106 the unused capacity information displaying screen shown in FIG. 3B, 3C, 4A or 4B based on the calculated recordable frames number calculated by the unused capacity determination unit 104b. Thereafter, the process is advanced to a step S80 and the deletion control unit 104c determines whether or not the deletion button is pressed by the user while the confirmation screen shown in FIG. 3A is being displayed. If the result of the determination in the step S80 is NO, the process is advanced to a step S100 to be detailed later. On the contrary, if the result of the determination in the step S80 is YES, the process is advanced to a step S90 and the deletion control unit 104c deletes the target image from the memory card and the process is advanced to the step S100.

In the step S100, the control device 104 determines whether or not the power of the camera 100 is turned OFF. If the result of the determination in the step S100 is NO, the process is returned to the step S10 and the processing is repeated. On the other hand, if the result of the determination in the step S100 is YES, the processing is ended.

According to the present embodiment as mentioned above, the following operational effects can be obtained.

(1) After the acquired image data is subjected to image processing such that the data size thereof (acquired data size) approaches to the predetermined data acquisition condition, that is, data size corresponding to the recording format, image quality, and image size, the image file is recorded in the memory card as a recording medium.

On this occasion, deletion target data that is to be deleted is specified from among the image files recorded in the memory card based on the instruction by the user and a data size of the specified deletion target file (deletion data size) is acquired. Then, the number of image files that can be recorded by deletion of the deletion target file (recordable data amount) is calculated based on the remaining capacity of the memory card, deletion data size, and acquired data size. The result of the calculation is displayed on the monitor 106. With this configuration, the user can know how many frames of image can further be taken by deleting the image file concerned before the deletion target image file is actually deleted.

(2) The unused capacity determination unit 104b is configured to calculate a number of image files that can be recorded for each image acquisition condition and display it.

With this configuration, the user can know the number of frames of image that can be taken by deletion of the deletion target image file for each acquisition condition.

Modification—

Note that the data recording apparatus according to the above-mentioned embodiment can be modified as follows.

(1) In the above-mentioned embodiment, explanation has been made on an example in which the camera (digital camera) 100 capable of recording image data is used as the data recording apparatus. However, the present invention is also applicable to other devices and apparatus that record data other than image data, such as dynamic image data and voice data in a recording medium, for example, video cameras, cellular phones, and IC recorders and the like.

(2) In the above-mentioned embodiment, explanation has been made on the example in which when deletion of a replay image is instructed by the user, the confirmation screen shown in FIG. 3A is displayed and if the help button is pressed while the confirmation screen is being displayed, the unused capacity information displaying screen is displayed on the monitor 106. However, the operation button to be operated for displaying the unused capacity information displaying screen is not limited to the help button but may be other buttons. When the button is operated by the user while the confirmation screen is being displayed, the unused capacity information displaying screen is displayed. Not only that, for example, when the remaining capacity of the memory card is small and if deletion of the replay image is instructed by the user, the information on the number of recordable frames of image may be displayed. On this occasion, the display control unit 104a may be configured to determine that the remaining capacity of the memory card is small when the remaining capacity of the memory card is 10% or less of the total capacity and display the unused capacity information displaying screen.

(3) In the above-mentioned embodiment, explanation has been made on the example in which the image file is recorded in the memory card as a recording medium. However, the present invention is also applicable to other recording media or recording devices such as a flash memory or hard disk drive built into the camera 100.

(4) In the above-mentioned embodiment, explanation has been made on the example in which the user confirms the recordable frames number to be obtained after the deletion target image is deleted on the unused capacity information screen and then returns to the confirmation screen and again presses the deletion button to delete the image. However, it may be configured such that the image is deleted by pressing the deletion button while the unused capacity information screen is being displayed. On this occasion, it may be configured such that when any one of the recordable frames numbers displayed on the unused capacity information displaying screen is selected and the deletion button is pressed, the deletion target image is deleted and the imaging condition...
(data acquisition condition) of the camera 100 is automatically set to a condition that corresponds to the selected recordable frames number.

For example, explanation is made on the example in which the present imaging condition is such that recording format=JPEG format, image quality=FINE, and image size=L. On this occasion, if the deletion button is pressed after “5 FRAMES”, which is the recordable frames number of the RAW image is selected on the unused capacity information displaying screen shown in FIG. 3B, the image is deleted and the setting of the image recording format is changed from Jpeg to RAW. If the deletion button is pressed after “2 FRAMES”, which is the recordable frames number of Size M image, is selected on the unused capacity information displaying screen shown in FIG. 4A, the image is deleted and then the image quality of the image to be acquired is changed from FINE to BASIC and the size of the image to be acquired is changed from L to M.

If the deletion button is pressed after “216 FRAMES”, which is the recordable frames number of BASIC Size M image, is selected on the unused capacity information displaying screen shown in FIG. 4A, the image is deleted and then the image quality of the image to be acquired is changed from FINE to BASIC and the size of the image to be acquired is changed from L to M. With this configuration, the user can perform deletion of image and change of setting of imaging condition of the camera 100 simultaneously only by selecting the number of frames the user wants to take on the unused capacity information displaying screen.

For the above-mentioned embodiment, the image that is being replayed is made as target of deletion and the recordable frames number after the image is deleted is enabled to be displayed. However, a plurality of deletion target images is selected and the recordable frames number after the selected images are deleted may be displayed. On this occasion, the data size of the image files of the selected plurality of deletion target images is subtracted from the unused capacity (present unused capacity) of the memory card before deletion of the image files of the selected plurality of deletion target images to calculate unused capacity of the memory card after deletion. The processing for selecting the plurality of deletion target images is explained in detail in Modification 2.

In the above-mentioned embodiment, the data size of the image file of the deletion target image is subtracted from the unused capacity (present unused capacity) of the memory card before deletion of the image file of the deletion target image to calculate unused capacity of the memory card after deletion. Then, the recordable frames number of the memory card after deletion of the image file of the deletion target image is calculated based on the unused capacity and the file size for each setting state. However, an increase in unused capacity after deletion of an image file may be calculated based on the data size of the image file of the deletion target image. On this occasion, the recordable frames number of the memory card that increases after deletion of the image file of the deletion target image can be calculated based on the unused capacity and the file size for each setting state. The user can directly know a recordable frames number that increases as a result of deletion of the image file of the deletion target image.

Modification 2: Note that the present invention is not limited to the configuration in the above-mentioned embodiment as far as the characteristic functions of the present invention are not damaged.

Modification 2: The unused capacity information displaying unit 21 displays the used capacity of the memory card before deletion of the image file of the deletion target image, more particularly the recordable frames number according to the present imaging condition. Further, the unused capacity information displaying unit 21 displays the unused capacity of the memory card after the image file of the selected deletion target image is deleted, more particularly the recordable frames number according to the present imaging condition. The unused capacity information displaying unit 21 displays the used capacity of the memory card when the image file of the selected deletion target image is deleted, more particularly the recordable frames number under an image condition for rendering the data size the smallest. The image condition under which the data size is the smallest is that recording format=JPEG format, image quality=BASIC, and image size=S. By displaying the recordable frames number under the condition for rendering the data size the smallest, the greatest number of frames that can be recorded in the memory card when the deletion target image is deleted can be informed to the user.

Modification 2: The unused capacity information displaying unit 21 displays the recordable frames number for each imaging
condition when the selected deletion target image is deleted. For example, the unused capacity information displaying unit 21 displays the recordable frames number when the recording format is RAW format, the recordable frames number when the recording format is JPEG format and the image quality is FINE, and the recordable frames number when the recording format is JPEG format and the image quality is BASIC.

[0091] In this manner, by displaying the recordable frames number when a plurality of deletion target images is deleted, the user can readily know how many images can be recorded in the memory card by deletion of these images.

[0092] Note that the unused capacity information displaying unit 21 may be configured to display the unused capacity of the memory card created by deletion of the deletion target image instead of the recordable frames number. Also, it may be configured such that when the present operation mode of the digital camera 100 is a still image imaging mode, the unused capacity information displaying unit 21 displays the number of still images that can be taken and when the operation mode is a movie shooting mode, the unused capacity information displaying unit 2 displays a time in which a dynamic image can be taken (second or minute).

—Modification 3—

[0093] In the data recording apparatus according to Modification 3, as explained in Modification 2, when a plurality of deletion target images is selected the deletion target images are deleted and concomitantly the imaging condition (data acquisition condition) of the digital camera 100 is automatically set to a condition that corresponds to the selected recordable frames number.

[0094] For example, when the deletion button is pressed after a plurality of deletion target images is selected, the unused capacity information displaying screen as shown in FIG. 7A is displayed on the monitor 106. On the unused capacity information displaying screen as shown in FIG. 7A, a cursor 30 is put on FINE that shows the image quality presently set. The user moves the cursor 30 by operating the four-way key to select a desired image quality and presses the decision button. When the user presses the deletion button in this state, the plurality of the selected deletion target images is deleted and concomitantly the image quality of the image to be acquired is changed from the present image quality to freshly selected image quality.

[0095] Also, it may be configured such that when the deletion button is pressed after a plurality of deletion target images is selected, the unused capacity information displaying screen as shown in FIG. 7B is displayed on the monitor 106. In the unused capacity information displaying screen as shown in FIG. 7B, the cursor 30 is put on "M" that indicates the image size presently set. The user moves the cursor 30 by operating the four-way key to select a desired image size and presses the decision button. When the user presses the deletion button in this state, the plurality of the selected deletion target images is deleted and concomitantly the image size of the image to be acquired is changed from the present image size to a freshly selected image size.

[0096] Note that it may be configured as follows. The unused capacity information displaying screen shown in FIG. 7A and the unused capacity information displaying screen shown in FIG. 7B may be switched over. Then, after selecting the image quality and image size, the selected plurality of deletion target images is deleted.

—Modification 4—

[0097] Modification 4 of the data recording apparatus according to the above-mentioned embodiment is described below. The configuration of the data recording apparatus according to Modification 4 is the same as that of the embodiment shown in FIG. 1. In Modification 4, the recordable frames number after the RAW development is performed by the digital camera 100 is displayed. The RAW development is processing in which an image of RAW format recorded without image processing (RAW image) is complemented in the digital camera 100 to perform image processing such as gradation correction and white balance adjustment to create a new image of JPEG format, which image is then recorded.

[0098] When the RAW development is performed in the digital camera 100, the remaining capacity of the memory card decreases since the image of JPEG format created by the RAW development is recorded in the memory card. Accordingly, before the RAW development is actually performed, the user is informed of how much unused capacity of the memory card remains after the RAW development.

[0099] The display control unit 104a displays the RAW development menu screen as shown in FIG. 8 on the monitor 106 in response to the operation of the operation member 101 by the user. As shown in FIG. 8, five parameters that can be set in the RAW development are displayed in the RAW development menu screen. That is, on the RAW development menu screen, the image quality mode, image size, white balance, exposure correction, and finish setting after the RAW development can be selected.

[0100] The image quality mode includes, FINE, NORM, and BASIC. The image size includes Size L, Size M, and Size S. The white balance includes AUTO, TUNGSTEN, FLUORESCENT, DAYLIGHT, FLASH, CLOUDY, SHADOWY and PRESET MANUAL. The exposure correction can be set within the range of −3 to +3. The finish setting includes, STANDARD, SOFT, SHARP, SHARPER, PORTRAIT, BLACK AND WHITE, and CUSTOMIZE.

[0101] The unused capacity determination unit 104b calculates the remaining capacity of the memory card when RAW development is performed under the condition set on the RAW development menu screen. To be concrete, the number of frames that can be recorded in the memory card after the RAW development is calculated according to the file size shown in FIG. 2 based on the image quality mode and image size set for the RAW development.

[0102] FIG. 9 shows an example of the unused capacity information displaying screen that displays a recordable frames number for each setting state of the RAW development. FIG. 9 shows a recordable frames number after one frame of image is RAW-developed when the present imaging conditions of the digital camera 100 are set such that recording format=JPEG format, image quality=NORM, and image size=S and the present remaining capacity of the memory card is 120 MB. For example, if the RAW development is performed by setting the imaging conditions such that the image quality mode is NORM and the image size is S in the same manner as in the present imaging conditions, the number of recordable frames number after RAW development is 119 under the present imaging conditions. On the other hand, if the RAW development is performed by setting the image
mode to FINE and the image size to L, the recordable frames number after the RAW development is 112 under the present imaging conditions.

[0103] As shown in FIG. 8, it may be configured such that an unused capacity information displaying unit 40 is provided below the RAW development menu screen and the recordable frames number after RAW development based on the image quality mode and image size set for the RAW development is displayed in the unused capacity information displaying unit 40. On this occasion, the recordable frames number under the present imaging conditions before the RAW development and the recordable frames number under the present imaging conditions after the RAW development are displayed in, for example, the unused capacity information displaying unit 40.

[0104] It may be configured such that when the item of image quality mode is selected on the RAW development menu screen shown in FIG. 8, an unused capacity information displaying screen that displays a recordable frames number for each image quality mode is displayed. For example, when the item of image quality mode is selected by the operation of the operation member 101 by the user on the RAW development menu screen, the unused capacity information displaying screen as shown in FIG. 10A is displayed on the monitor 106.

[0105] Also, it may be configured such that when the item of image quality mode is selected on the RAW development menu screen shown in FIG. 8, the unused capacity information displaying screen that displays a recordable frames number for each image size is displayed. For example, when the item of image size is selected by the operation of the operation member 101 by the user on the RAW development menu screen, the unused capacity information displaying screen as shown in FIG. 10B is displayed on the monitor 106.

[0106] It may be configured to preset or allow the user to select according to his or her preference which one of the unused capacity information displaying unit 40 shown in FIG. 8, the unused capacity information displaying screen shown in FIG. 9, and the unused capacity information displaying screens shown in FIGS. 10A and 10B is to be displayed.

[0107] The above explanation has been made on the example in which one frame of RAW-developed image is created under the conditions set on the RAW development menu screen. Note that the recordable frames number after the RAW development when a plurality of frames of RAW-developed images is created under the same conditions may be displayed on the unused capacity information displaying screen.

[0108] Modification 4 may be combined with the above-mentioned embodiments to Modification 3. That is, the data recording apparatus may be configured to be provided with a function of displaying the recordable frames number that indicates the number of frames the data recording apparatus can record in the memory card by deletion of the deletion target image before deletion is actually performed and a function of displaying before the RAW development is actually performed the recordable frames number that indicates the number of frames the data recording apparatus can record in the memory card after the RAW development.

[0109] As described above, when data processing of data recorded in the recording medium is performed based on the instruction by the user, the data recording apparatus according to the embodiment of the present invention or any one of modifications thereof displays on the display device the number of pieces of data that can be recorded in the recording medium by performing the data processing before the data processing is actually performed. This enables the user to know the recordable frames number after data processing before the data processing is actually performed. The data processing includes at least one of processing of deleting data from the recording medium and processing of creating new data based on the data recorded in the recording medium and recording it into the recording medium.

[0110] According to the embodiments of the present invention, the user can know in advance the number of pieces of data that can be recorded by performing the data processing.

[0111] The above-described embodiments are examples and various modifications can be made without departing from the scope of the invention.

What is claimed is:

1. A data recording apparatus comprising:
   a data recording device that records acquired data in a recording medium;
   a target data specifying device that specifies a target data to which data processing is to be performed out of data recorded in the recording medium based on an instruction by a user;
   a recordable data number calculation device that calculates a number of the acquired data that will be able to be recorded in the recording medium by performing the data processing to the target data based on a remaining capacity of the recording medium and a content of processing of the data processing;

and

a display control device that displays on a display device a result of the calculation by the recordable data number calculation device before the data processing is performed.

* * * * *